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1. Introduction. It has been shown in [2] and [3] that those

differential properties of set functions which generalize the funda-

mental theorem of calculus can be studied by means of cluster points

of semihereditary and stable systems of subsets of a topological space.

These systems were investigated there and among other things the

following was proved :

(a) Every nonempty system which is semihereditary and stable

with respect to a prering has uncountably many weak cluster points

([3, Theorem 2.4]).
(b) Every nonempty system which is semihereditary and stable

with respect to a prering has at least the continuum of cluster points,

provided the underlying topological space is locally pseudometriza-

ble ([3, Theorem 3.2]).
(c) Every nonempty system which is semihereditary with respect to

a ring has a cluster point, provided the underlying topological space

is Hausdorff and locally compact ([2, Theorem 4.3]).

It is the purpose of this paper to show that in a regular topological

space every nonempty system which is semihereditary and stable with

respect to a ring has at least the continuum of cluster points. This will

be proved by combining the methods used in proofs of [2, Theorem

4.3] and [3, Theorem 3.2].
It seems to be very difficult to generalize our result for systems

which are semihereditary and stable with respect to a prering only

(even the question of the existence of a cluster point remains open

here). Some contribution in this direction will be given in §4.

2. Preliminaries. Throughout, P is a regular topological space and

P- = P\J(°o) is a one-point compactification of P. If A QP~, then

A~ and A° denote the closure and the interior of A in P~, respectively.

For xEP~, Yx is a local base at x in P~ (see [l, p. 50]). By exp P we

denote the collection of all subsets of P. If SCexp P and A EP~, then

&a= {T^Gô: BEA }. Finally, we shall choose a fixed system trCexpP

such that rxG<r for every xEP- The following assumptions about

the system a will be used :

(i) If A, BE<r, then A -BE<r.
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(ii) If A,BQa, then AHBQa and A -B = 11?.,i d where &,•••,
Cn are disjoint sets from a.

A system o" which satisfies condition (i) or (ii) is called a difference

system or a prering, respectively. Obviously, every ring is a difference

system and every difference system is a prering; for AC\B=A
-(A-B).

2.1. Definition. A system S Co- is said to be semihereditary if

and only if ooC\b9*0 for every finite disjoint collection croCo" for

which (J{A:AQ<To}Qb.
By a simple induction it follows that if a is a difference system,

then S Co" is semihereditary whenever for every AQb and every

BQa either A (~\B Qb or A—BQb. This fact relates our definition of

semihereditariness to the definition given in [2, Definition 3.2].

2.2. Definition. A system 5 Cexp P is said to be stable if and only

if 0 $ib and for every A Qb and every xQP~ there is a UQTX such

that bA-V9*0.

2.3. Definition. Let S Cexp P. A point xQP~ is said to be a clus-

ter point of 5 if and only if for every UQTX there is an AQbu such

that xQA~.
The set of all cluster points of b is denoted by ôc.

For a motivation of Definitions 2.1-2.3 see [3, §4].

3. Main theorem. From now on bQa is a given system which does

not contain the empty set and A is the family of all nonempty com-

pact sets CQP~ such that for every open set GQP~ containing C

there is a set A Qb for which CQA~QG. Notice that if A Qb, then

A-QA.

3.1. Lemma. If A0CA is a nonempty chain,1 then HA0GA.

Proof. Obviously, flA0 is nonempty and compact. Let GQP~ be

an open set containing flA0. Then f\{C — G: CQA0} =f\A0 — G = 0.

Because \C — G: CQA0} is a chain of compact sets, CQG for some

CGAo and the lemma follows.

3.2. Corollary. If CQA then there is a set CoQAc which is min-

imal in A.

The corollary follows from [l, p. 33, Theorem 25(b)].

3.3. Lemma. Let a be a difference system. If b is semihereditary then

every minimal set in A is a singleton.

Proof. Let D be a minimal set in A. If PC {x}_ for some xQP~,

then it follows immediately from the regularity of P that D is a sin-

»See [1, p. 32].
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gleton. Hence suppose that D contains two points x and y for which

{x} ~(~\ {y} ~ = 0 and x ^ ». Since {x} G A there is an open set G EP~

such that xEG and for no set AEb is xG^4~CG. The point x has a

neighborhood Z7G<r for which UEG— {y}. SoD—U° is a nonempty

compact proper subset of D. Let EEP~ be an open set containing

D—U°. Without loss of generality we may assume that x(£E. Be-

cause D—E is a compact subset of U°, it follows from [2, Proposition

4.1] that we can find a FG<r such that P-£CF°CF-Ci/°. Hence

EKJ Vo is an open set containing D and so there is an A E b for which

DEA~EE\JV°. Because xEA~ and xEV°, we have xE(AC\V)~

EG. By the choice of G and the semihereditariness of S, A — VEb.

Since

D - U° E A- - V- E (A - V)- C (A - Vo)- E A~ - V° E E,

it follows that D— U°EA. This contradicts the minimality of D in A.

3.4. Proposition. Let every minimal set in A be a singleton. If b is

nonempty so is bc, and if, in addition, b is also stable, then the cardinality

of bc is not less than the continuum.

Proof. By the definition of A, xG5c whenever {x} G A. Hence the

first part of the proposition follows directly from Corollary 3.2 and

for the second part it will suffice to show that A contains at least the

continuum of singletons. Using the stability of b we can find a set

AEb for which A~EP- By Corollary 3.2 there is a singleton {x0}

EAa~. Again from the stability of b and Corollary 3.2 follows the

existence of a set B EbA for which XoG-^- and of a singleton {xi}

EAB~. By the definition of A and the regularity of P there are sets

Ao, Ai from bA for which Ao~C\Aï = 0. By a simple induction we can

define sets -<4,-,...,-n G 5¿, « = 1, 2, • ■ ■ , such that Aix...<,_!<¿04«v«»-i

and Ari...fn_lOr\Ari...in_li = 0, for ij = 0, 1, /=1, 2, • • -, w. Accord-
ing to Lemma 2.1 the sets Íl™=1 A^,nin belong to A. Using the axiom

of choice and Corollary 3.2 we associate with every sequence {ty}/li

of zeros and ones a point ¡e^,...GDn-i Ah-..t„ f°r which {xtl,-2...} GA.

Since different points are associated with different sequences, the

proposition follows.

Combining Proposition 3.4 with Lemma 3.3 we obtain the follow-

ing theorem.

3.5. Theorem. Let a be a difference system and let 5 be semiheredi-

tary. If 5 is nonempty so is bc, and if, in addition, 5 is also stable, then

the cardinality of bc is not less than the continuum.

4. Some results concerning prerings. Throughout this section we

shall assume that in addition to regularity P is also locally compact,
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and that <r is a prering. From the local compactness of P follows the

regularity of P~. The symbols S and A will have the same meaning

as in §3.

4.1. Proposition. If b is nonempty, nonstable, and semihereditary,

then bc is nonempty.

Proof. Since S is nonempty and nonstable, there is a set A Qb and

a point xQP~ such that bA-u = 0 for all UQTX. Clearly xQA~ and

we shall show that xQbc. First assume that there is a set BQbA for

which B~QP. It follows that x^oo. For a given UQTX, A

= (Ar\U)VJ\J"-i Bi, where Pi, • • • , B„ are disjoint sets from va-u-

Thus by the semihereditariness of b, A(~\UQb and therefore xQbc.

Now let oo GP~ for every BQbA. It follows from the semihereditari-

ness of 5 and the regularity of P~ that x = «>. Given ¡7GFi we can

find a FGr* such that V~QU0. Since the sets U° and P~- V~ form

an open cover of A we see from [3, (1.3)] that there are disjoint sets

CiQaA such that either C,C U° or CiQP~— V~, 4 = 1,2, • • • , m, and

U?„i d = A. By the semihereditariness of 5 at least one of the sets C,-,

say Ci, belongs to 5. According to our assumption CiQU (for <» QCr)

and hence again xQbc.

In view of the previous proposition it remains to study only those

semihereditary systems all semihereditary subsystems of which are

stable. The following example shows that such systems actually exist.

4.2. Example. Let P= [0, \/2) together with the ordinary topol-

ogy, let <r be a prering consisting of all half-open intervals [a, b) QP,

and let 5 be the system consisting of those intervals [a, b)Qa for

which b— a is irrational. We shall identify P~ with [0, V2]. If

[a, b)Qb and [a, t)=U?_i [a,-, &,■) where the union is disjoint, then

b—a= y^2-i (bi — aî). Since b — a is irrational, so is bi — a,- for some

i, 1^4á«i and the semihereditariness of the system b follows. Let

b'Qb be semihereditary, [a, b)Qb', and xGP-- If xQ(a, b) we can

choose [c, d]Q(a, b) such that xQ(c, d) and d—cis rational. By the

semihereditariness of b', either [a, c) or [d, b) belongs to 5' and hence

b[aib)-(e,d)9*0. Since the cases x = a, x = b, or xG [a, b], can be treated

similarly, we see that S' is stable. It should be mentioned that there

exist nontrivial semihereditary subsystems of 5; e.g. with the aid of

Zorn's lemma it can be rather easily shown that there is a system

ôoCô" which is a minimal semihereditary subsystem of 5 containing P.

Of course, since P is metrizable, it follows from [3, Theorem 3.2] that

all these systems have the continuum of cluster points.

Note. There is no superadditive function F on a (see [3, Definition

4.1 ]) for which LC(F, x) ^0 for all xQP~ (see [3, Definition 4.3]) and
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{A G<r: F(A) <0} =5. Indeed, let F be a superadditive function on a

for which {A G<r: F(A) <0} = 5 and let x be any point in P~. We can

find sequences {an}, {&„} such that 0ga„^x^o„áV2, a„ and

s/2—bn are rational, « = 1, 2, • • • , and lim a„ = lim ¿>» = x. Then it

follows from the superadditivity of F that F( [a„, &„)) ̂  F( [O, V2)) <0

for all « and hence LC(F, x)<0. This answers negatively the question

given in [3, §4.6].

We denote by a the system of all sets from a which are both com-

pact and open. If the topology of P has a base consisting of compact-

open sets2 the system <r~ can be quite large.

4.3. Proposition. Let a be a prering which contains Tx for every

xEP and let 5 be semihereditary. If 5 is nonempty so is b", and if, in

addition, b is also stable, then the cardinality of b" is not less than the

continuum.

Proof. According to Proposition 3.4 it suffices to prove that every

minimal set in A is a singleton. Hence let D be a minimal set in A. If

DE{x}~ for some xEP~, then it follows immediately from the

regularity of P~ that D is a singleton. Thus suppose that D contains

two points x and y for which {x}~l~\{y}~ = 0. Since D is compact,

D can be covered by finitely many disjoint sets Ui, • • • , Un from

j* (see [3, (1.1)]). Because P~ is regular we may assume that x and y

do not belong to the same set £/,-, i^i^n. Therefore, we may assume

that Di = Dr\Uij¿0 for i = \, 2, • • • , w and that «^2. It follows
that Di, • • • , Dn do not belong to A. Since they are compact we can

find open sets F¿ such that DíEVíEUí and for no set B Go and no

*', lá*á«, is DiEB~EVi, i — \, 2, •••,«. On the other hand there
is a set ¿Go for which DC^CU?., F,-. If we set Ai = Ar~\Ui it
follows from the semihereditariness of 5 that for some io, 1=í'ii^«,

Ai0Eb. This is a contradiction, for 7J',0C-4_^i/,0 = ^4<~CF,0.

In particular, the previous proposition applies when P is the Tych-

onoff product of any family of finite discrete spaces and a is the pre-

ring consisting of all rectangles which form the standard base for the

topology in P (in this case a" =a).
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